An Enchanted Spring Garden

2023 Spring Tablescapes Showcase
Benefitting
Little Hands
virginia
April 26th & 27th
Welcome to “An Enchanted Spring Garden,” the inaugural Spring Tablescapes event benefitting Little Hands Virginia! We are excited to gather together today to showcase the creativity, talent, and inspiration of Virginia’s design community, as well as the growth and impact that Little Hands has had in Virginia in just four short years.

In 2019, I launched Little Hands in my garage. Today, we have two office spaces with ample floor-to-ceiling storage, a network of over 60 partner organizations helping to identify children in need of support, and an army of over 200 volunteers who inventory donations, wash clothing, and deliver items directly to families.

Together, we served over 2,000 children in Central Virginia last year, and it is the huge hearts and support of our community that made this possible.

Little Hands Virginia is the only organization in our region solely dedicated to supporting the youngest members of our community and their families. We are working to change trajectories. By ensuring that economically disadvantaged children from newborn to three years old - critical growth and development years - have the essentials they need from birth, we can help improve outcomes for life.

This year, we are on pace to support over 3,000 children in our region, while actively working to expand to two additional regions in Virginia.

Your support of the Spring Tablescapes Showcase will help us meet the needs of our community this year and continue to deepen our impact in 2024 and beyond!

With gratitude,

Taylor Keeney
Founder & Executive Director, Little Hands Virginia
SPONSORS

TABLE HOSTS & BENEFACTORS

Bea Gates
Cowardin Jewelers
J. Lyles Glenn Family Fund
Julie Stott & Preston O’Brien
McCabe Girls
Meg Traynham Homes Team, Long & Foster
Nancy Hartt

PLANNING COMMITTEE

Lauralee Allen    Joanna Harris    Preston O’Brien
Frances Farmer    Nancy Hartt    Liza Pruitt
Mary Farrell      Sarah Holzbach   Sallie Pruitt
Bea Gates         KK Harris        Taylor Saunders
Sarah Graper      Lucy Kost        Katherine Traynham
LUNCHEON MENU

BUTTERNUT SQUASH BISQUE
Spiced Crème Fraîche

SPRING CHICKEN SALAD
Herb Roasted Chicken Breast, Mixed Greens, Pickled Carrot Strings, Snap Peas, Peppadew Relish, Lemon-Pepper Vinaigrette

POTTED PLANT
Blueberry Compote, Lemon Cake, Lemon Curd, Graham Crumble

LUNCHEON PROGRAM

WELCOME REMARKS
Page Miyares

DESIGNER PANEL
Ashley Hanley, J.P. Horton, Shawna Underwood

KEYNOTE REMARKS
Dr. Robert Winn, M.D., Director of VCU Massey Cancer Center

PARTNER REMARKS
Dr. Robin Foster, M.D., Director of Child Protection Team, VCU Health

CLOSING REMARKS
Taylor Keeney, Founder & Executive Director, Little Hands Virginia
Sarah Graper, President, Little Hands Virginia Board of Directors
TABLESCAPES DESIGNERS

ANNE PULLIAM INTERIORS
Anne Pulliam | Richmond, Virginia

Table 28: “An English Garden in Spring”
Based in Richmond with an outpost in Washington, DC, Anne is known for her love of color, detail and personality. Her focus on color and detail in her interiors has developed into a signature style. Annepulliaminteriors.com

ASHLEY HANLEY
Ashley Hanley | Richmond, Virginia

Table 23: “Lunch in Geneva’s Garden”
Since launching her firm in 2017, Ashley’s projects have become recognized for a creative mix of new and old that embrace a collected and layered look. She loves simple yet powerful pairings for her client’s stately residences. Ashleyhanley.com

ATFRANKFORT DESIGN
Annie Frankfort | Richmond, Virginia

Table 5: “Now Spring Has Clad the Grove in Green”
Annie offers full service design for clients seeking a space that feels collected, intentional, and livable. Her goal is to design beautiful spaces people really use with the way they want to live, with no hint of the hand that designed it in sight. Atfrankfortdesign.com

BEFOUND COLLECTIVE
Brittany Sydnor | Lynchburg, Virginia

Table 4: “Put a Bird on It”
BeFound Collective was founded by long-time friends Brittany Sydnor and Erica Kerns who were joined by their love of storytelling in design. They launched their online shop in 2015 in what started as a way to recycle pieces from their personal collection. Befoundcollective.com

CURATED CURIO RVA & CRUMP & KOST COLLECTION
Mary Farrell, Sara Crump and Lucy Kost | Richmond, Virginia

Table 21: “Metamorphosis”
Mary Farrell with Curated Curio RVA specializes in sourcing and curating the most unique and high-quality antique and vintage finds, while mother-daughter duo, Sara Crump and Lucy Kost of Crump & Kost Collection, not only curate and sell antique and vintage finds, but also offer seasonal and event decorating services for the modern host. These teams infuse their love for design and antiques into every design to create a truly unforgettable atmosphere. @CuratedCurioRVA @CrumpandKostCollection
**DANA MCKENNA DESIGNS**  
Dana McKenna | Richmond, Virginia

**Table 2: “Into the Wild”**

Dana McKenna is best known for her striking and unique spaces. Dana takes pride in shaping a house into a home with out-of-the-box designs that focus on the client’s lifestyle and aesthetic. From kitchen and bathroom designs to full house interiors, Dana’s 27 years of experience brings something for everyone. Danamckennadesigns.com

**ELLEN KASTELBERG INTERIORS**  
Ellen Kastelberg O’Neill | Richmond, Virginia

**Table 8: “Secret Garden in Corfu”**

Ellen’s style of “traditional with a twist” incorporates classic, quality furnishings with a fresh take, paired with an unexpected color palette, to achieve a practical but fun and colorful space for her clients. One of her mottos: “Fun, classic and stylish do not have to be sacrificed when decorating a room.”  
Ellenkastelberginteriors.com

**GATES INTERIORS**  
Bea and Lindsey Gates | Richmond, Virginia

**Table 18: “Secret Garden”**

Based in Richmond, Gates Interiors works personally with their clients, always striving to understand their needs and lifestyle to design around; creating thoughtful places of elegant and timeless beauty. They are known for their clean and updated approach to traditional vernaculars. Gatesinteriors.com

**HILLARY EINWICK DESIGN**  
Hillary Einwick | Richmond, Virginia

**Table 22: “Peacock Garden”**

A lover of color and patterns, Hillary has a distinct eye to create spaces that layer textiles, inviting art, traditional heirlooms, and contemporary pieces. She loves to mix highs and lows to achieve the balance that’s timeless and fresh while reflecting the client’s personality. Hillaryeinwick.com

**JAMES INTERIORS**  
Mary Buford Guthridge | Richmond, Virginia

**Table 7: “Pretty in Pink”**

Mary Buford strives to create spaces that strike a balance of sophistication and fun. She loves traditional elements mixed with unexpected moments of interest and whimsy. @james.interiors
JANIE MOLSTER DESIGNS  
Robyn Framme and Kate Stikeleather for  
Janie Molster Designs | Richmond, Virginia

Table 19: “Hump Day”

With a portfolio that ranges from family homes to boutique hotels, urban apartments, restaurants and retail stores; the Richmond design firm is equally adept at transforming public and private spaces. The diverse portfolio of acclaimed projects has established Janie Molster Designs as one of the Southeast’s design leaders. Janiemolster.com

J.P. HORTON INTERIOR DESIGN  
J.P. Horton | Charlottesville, Virginia

Table 15: “Dad’s Garden”

Charlottesville, Virginia-based J.P. Horton has been named by House Beautiful magazine as a “design talent to watch” and a “timeless designer” by the national blog, The Scout Guide. In 2017 he launched his namesake design studio after training at Charlottesville firm, Stedman House, and in 2022 relocated his firm to his hometown of Charlottesville after working for Michael S. Smith & Christine Markatos in Los Angeles. Jphorton.com

JTW DESIGN  
Jessica Williamson | Richmond, Virginia

Table 13: “In the Beginning”

JTW Design is an interior design studio with a passion for creating modern yet classic spaces that are designed with intention. With years of combined experience in both residential and commercial design, JTW Design is able to work on a variety of project types and sizes with ease. Jtwdesign.co

KIM CHILDS DESIGN  
Kim Childs | Richmond, Virginia

Table 9: “Lune et Soleil”

Kim’s work has been featured in regional magazines and publications as well as Ladies Home Journal and the Washington Post. She believes in a collected interior mix and is best known for creating soft and pretty spaces with a little moodiness; always with a healthy dose of quirky vintage furniture, vibrant textiles, and antiques reimagined. Kimchildsdesign.com

KK HARRIS DESIGN  
KK Harris | Richmond, Virginia

Table 27: “Lavender Daydream”

Katie Kelley Harris (“KK”) is a textile designer and photo stylist who believes in preserving the storied traditions of the building and decorative arts. Her fabric and wallpaper designs seek to reference history while embracing progress. Kkharrisdesign.com
**O’BRIEN & MUSE**
Lili O’Brien and Leigh Anne Muse | Richmond, Virginia

Table 10: “Medung Garden”

After attending the VCU School of Design, Lili O’Brien and Leigh Anne Muse both landed work at a local design firm. Eight years quickly passed and having found a common design aesthetic and shared goals, they launched O’Brien & Muse in 2004. Obrienandmuse.com

**PILLAR & PEACOCK**
Adrianne Bugg and Brandeis Short | Richmond, Virginia

Table 20: “Parrots of Paradise”

Founded in 2011 by Adrianne Bugg and Brandeis Short, Pillar & Peacock is a full-service interior design firm with offices in Richmond and Irvington, Virginia, as well as Florence, Alabama. The underlying philosophy that guides Pillar & Peacock’s work is the seamless fusion of form and function, where aesthetics and design ingenuity come together in perfect harmony, culminating in a beautiful end result. Pillarandpeacock.com

**PRESTON NICHOLE DESIGN**
Preston N. O’Brien | Richmond, Virginia

Table 12: “The Power of Flowers”

Preston O’Brien founded Preston Nichole Design LLC in 2014 after receiving her Masters from New York School of Interior Design and moving to Dubai with her husband. Now based in Richmond, Preston has been exposed to design her entire life, which has made her comfortable designing stylistically diverse projects with the same goal in mind: to create calm, thoughtful, and inviting spaces that are sophisticated, balanced, and pulled together. Prestonnichole.com

**SALLY STEPONKUS INTERIORS INC**
Sally Steponkus Roche | Washington, DC

Table 25: “A Garden Luncheon in Georgetown”

Based in Washington, DC, Sally Steponkus Roche’s design aesthetic is one with a classical base but an updated, personalized and functional execution. Sally sees decorating a client’s home as a rewarding and exciting challenge, in which she fits together the eclectic pieces of an artful, comfortable, and luxurious puzzle. Steponkus.com

**SARA HILLYERY INTERIOR DESIGN**
Sara Hillery | Richmond, Virginia

Table 6: “Tropical Punch”

Sara Hillery Interior Design specializes in creating interiors that look collected yet edited, remain timeless, and celebrate each client’s personal history through perfectly scaled and balanced furnishings, architecture, and art. Recently, House Beautiful recognized Hillery as a member of the Next Wave Class of 2021 and her current projects have been featured in top-tier publications including Architectural Digest, House Beautiful, Southern Home, Southern Living, and Veranda. Sarahillery.com
SHAWNA UNDERWOOD INTERIOR DESIGN
Shawna Underwood | Washington, DC

Table 16: “Blooming for Tomorrow”

Shawna Underwood Interior Design is faithful to providing clients with quality and functional design that create timeless, bespoke interiors with turnkey service. With professional experience designing and furnishing historic and nationally recognized buildings, Shawna decided to share her love for intricately crafted interiors and materials by opening her own boutique design firm in Washington, DC. Sunderwooddesign.com

TI HENSBY DESIGN
Ti Hensby | Richmond, Virginia

Table 24: “Secret Zen Garden”

With degrees in Photography as well as Painting & Drawing, Ti applies her knowledge of color and balance to her interiors. She approaches each project with a fresh eye, combining her vision with her clients’ aesthetics; the ultimate goal being to create chic, timeless, and comfortable spaces for her clients to enjoy for years, and designs that can evolve with her clients’ tastes and lifestyles. @tihensby

TRACY DESHAZO INTERIORS
Tracy P. deShazo | Richmond, Virginia

Table 17: “Afternoon Delight in the Garden of Eden”

Tracy embraces her role as creative director on each project and her clients trust her intuition to maintain the integrity of their design journey. Tracy’s love of color, layering uncommon textiles, found objects, distinctive lighting, noteworthy art, comfortable furnishings, and thoughtful space-planning results in interiors that are well-curated, livable, and timeless. Tracydeshazointeriors.com

TUCKAHOE HOME
Caroline Agee | Richmond, Virginia

Table 3: “Springtime Soirée”

Founder Caroline Agee describes her style as traditional with a modern sensibility. While her designs are timeless and sophisticated, she aims to provide her clients with interiors that also feel welcoming and livable. Tuckahoehome.com

WALLACE WOOD INTERIORS
Emily Wood | Richmond, Virginia

Table 26: “Spring Branch Splendor”

Currently working on projects in Southampton, Atlanta, and Richmond, Wallace Wood Interiors offers a wide range of styles thanks to Emily’s international design experience. Whether drawing from her traditionalist training in D.C. or the more minimalist aesthetic of Australia, the common thread is a thoughtfully curated, beautifully balanced mix of art, accessories, and furnishings reflective of her clients’ lifestyles. Wallacewoodinteriors.com
NATIONAL STRENGTH.
HOMETOWN SERVICE.

FAIRWAY
INDEPENDENT MORTGAGE CORPORATION
NMLS#2289

ROB RUDD
Branch Manager | NMLS 259831
804-944-2393 • rob.ruud@fairwaymc.com • robruudmortgage.com
Custom-built homes, additions, renovations, and outdoor living spaces.
LUXURY HOME ORGANIZING
Bathrooms | Closets | Garages
Kitchens | Pantries | Offices | + more!

LIZ KILBERG
liz.kilberg@neatmethod.com
804.338.1046 | neatmethod.com

SPECIFIED
RICHMOND'S COMMERCIAL FLOORING EXPERTS
6716 Janway Road
Richmond, VA 23228
804-553-3800
WWW.SPECIFIEDTILE.COM

WORTHEN
CUSTOM IRON & BRASS FURNITURE

Handcrafted in Richmond
since 1975.
https://worthen.us/littlehands
(804) 353-3503
Williams Mullen is proud to support Little Hands Virginia and the Spring Tablescapes Showcase.
lend a helping hand to Richmond's littlest hands

Help Little Hands Virginia in our mission to ensure children in Central Virginia have the essentials they need from birth to improve outcomes for life.

HOW TO HELP

-helping hand-

VOLUNTEER
Over 200 volunteers help make our work possible. Join us! littlehandsva.org/volunteer

HOST A DRIVE
Leverage your network to help us restock our shelves. littlehandsva.org/drive

DONATE ITEMS
We accept just about every item children 0-3 might need. littlehandsva.org/donateitems

MAKE A CONTRIBUTION
Support our mission through a financial donation. littlehandsva.org/donate

SAVE THE DATE

2024 Spring Tablescapes Showcase
May 2nd & 3rd
The Jefferson Hotel